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Costa Brava 
 
- Hotels. The offer is based on accommodation at 3*-4* hotels.  

 
- Meals. Buffet Half Board at the hotel. 

 
- Transportation. Private transportation as per itinerary.  

 
 

PACKAGE PRICE: 
 
Package  includes: 
 
-5 Nights in 3*-4*  hotel on HB in Costa Brava Area 
 
Transportation included: 
 
-Private car APT. BCN – HD panoràmic tour BCN - hotel  
-Private car Full Day Barcelona 
-Private car return Hotel – Port Aventura and back  
-Private car FD Costa Brava 
-Private car  Hotel – Flamenco Show - Hotel 
-Private car FD Montserrat – Barcelona (Magic Fountain show included if available) 
-Private car Hotel– APT. BCN 
 
Guide/Assistance  
 
-Private car APT. BCN – HD panoràmic tour BCN  
-Private car Full Day Barcelona 
-Private car FD Costa Brava (Boat trip included) 
-Private car FD Montserrat – Barcelona (Magic Fountain show included if available) 
-Private car Hotel– APT. BCN 
 
Entrance Fees  
  
-Port Aventura  
-Boat trip 
-Flamenco show with 1 drink 
-Parc Guell in Barcelona 
-FC Barcelona Museum 
-Greek-Roman Ruins of Empuries 
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Minimum 2 Adults + 1 child (for group price, please ask): 
 
From 1490€/pax in TPL room (September-May) 
From 2490€/pax in DBL room (June-August) 
 
Package price NOT includes: 
 
-Touristic tax in Catalunya 
-Nothing not described as included 
-Tips 
-Flights 
 

PROGRAM: 

Day 1 

Barcelona Transfer Airport to Hotel (Private) 
When you arrive in Barcelona Airport, you will be met by a local guide and will show Barcelona from 
the vehicle and transferred to your hotel. 

For the first part of the activity, enjoy a panoramic tour of the Gothic Quarter.Follow to Plaça 
Catalunya. Drive through Passeig de Gràcia and admire the most popular Gaudi Houses, Casa Batlló 
and Casa Milà (La Pedrera). Notice some the most important modernist façades. Next, listen to your 
guide’s explanations as we drive near the sea. Discover the changes to the coastline of Barcelona for 
the Olympic Games in 1992. See the Olympic Port, the beach and the fisherman’s quarter from the 
bus, called Barceloneta.  Head to the Montjuïc Mountain, main scenery of the Olympic Games in 
1992.. At the end of the tour we will stop in Montjuic viewpoint to see one of the most beautiful 
panoramic views of the city. 

Day 2  

Barcelona Tour Barcelona Full Day Walking City Tour (Private) 

Once you meet your private guide in Barcelona meeting point, head out on a full day walking tour of 
Barcelona. Pretty much everyone who visits Barcelona falls in love with it. For many, it is their dream 
destination. This enchanting city has everything: it is a cosmopolitan 

European city that preserves its traditional shops and street markets, has a mountain, beaches and it 
has historical and artistic icons. The facades of its residential buildings are colourful and unique, full of 
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details from the artistic movements, Modernism. The Parc Guell, a masterpiece of Gaudi, affords one 
of the best known views over the city (by public transportation accompained by the official guide). 
The Placa de Catalunya is the city's central point. Behind it stretches the Eixample, the largest 
residential neighbourhood and it is here that many of Gaudi's buildings are located such as Sagrada 
Familia Basilica. Downhill to the north is the Ciutat Vella, the Old City enclosed by the walls. It is 
flanked by La Barceloneta, one of Europe's most appealing beaches. The old centre takes in the 
multicultural El Raval, the Barri Gotic (Gothic neighbourhood), borderded by La Rambla and El Born, 
the city's most elegant neighbourhood. To finish the tour ypu will have time to visit the Cathedral of 
Football in Barcelona, The FC Barcelona museum, before you go back to your hotel. 

Day 3  

Spend your day in family at Port Aventura Amusement Park 

Day 4 

Join us and discover in one day the most representative and emblematic sights of the Costa Brava. Sit 
back and relax on the journey. 

Calella still retains its traditional fishing town atmosphere. Packed with small coves, its landscape 
makes it an incomparable setting. See the rocky rugged coastline and the small coves surrounded by 
pine forests. Enjoy the free time you will have and take in the amazing scenery. Start the tour through 
the Camino de Ronda to Llafranc. The hike lasts for about 30 minutes and is suitable for all ages. Did 
you know the Caminos de Ronda were used to control maritime smuggling? Today thanks to those 
routes you can discover amazing areas otherwise inaccessible. 

Next, arrive to the fishing town of El Estartit. This is a famous fishing village because of its diving 
center and the proximity to the Medes Islands. The Islands are of great interest for the wide variety of 
flora and fauna surrounding them, with more than 1200 classified organisms. You will have free time 
to have lunch or stroll around town before boarding the Nautilus. Enjoy the sailing, which will last for 
about 1h30min. Through submerged cabins with large windows, discover an exceptional view of a 
seabed full of life. As if you were diving! See the stunning cliffs of Sierra de Montgrí, only accessible 
by boat. 

Our last stop will be at the Greek-Roman Ruins of Empuries. Discover the only site in Spain where the 
remains of an ancient Greek and a Roman city coexist. Empuries is located in a privileged area right in 
front of the sea. 
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Tonight you will enjoy a Flamenco show with 1 drink included.  

Day 5 

Your private tour guide will meet you at your hotel to start off your experience, enjoy the Catalonian 
landscape on our way to Monistrol, located at the bottom of the mountain. Once there you can choose 
between the rack train or the cable car to get to the popular Santa María de Montserrat Abbey (not 
included). From this viewpoint you will be able to take amazing pictures. 

We will visit the Basilica and we will visit the Virgin of Montserrat, known as Black Madonna “La 
Moreneta”, a wood carving from the twelfth century, which is the patron saint of Catalonia. 

During our visit to this Benedictine monastery, founded in the eleventh century, we will listen to the 
fantastic boys’ choir of L’Escolania de Montserrat (if available), one of the most famous children choirs 
in Europe, and the oldest (fourteenth century). 

After this experience we can do some hiking to an amazing viewpoint located about 25 minutes away 
from the monastery or watch an audiovisual to found out about the life of the monks. At the end of 
this experience we will have lunch to recharge our batteries (not included). 

For those who love nature and culture, this will be a great experience, for sure! 

Before leaving back to the hotel you will have the opportunity to see the light and water show of the 
unique Magic Fountain in Montjuic. 

Day 6 

Transfer to BCN APT. 
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